INTRODUCTION
The ICM is being built by the US Naval Research
Laboratory for NASA as a propulsion module for the ISS [1] . Its purpose on ISS is to augment or replace the Service Module, providing reboost and attitude control functions.
As originally developed, the ICM was used to move payloads to their final orbit and provide attitude control, while operating as a spinning spacecraft. On the ISS, the ICM will operate differently. It will be attached to the station in a fixed orientation for long periods.
Surrounded by large ISS structures, such as solar arrays and radiators, the much smaller ICM will be subjected to severe thermal impacts and solar panel shadowing.
To ensure the ICM EPS will produce sufficient power, it Electrical loads analyses then allowed the power margin to be calculated. The culmination of all these linked analyses was an assessment of the feasibility of utilizing the ICM on the ISS, as well as an optimized design and location.
This paper describes methods used to determine the incident energy on the ICM solar panels and the EPS power capability.
Results from selected assessments are presented, which were used to finalize ICM design changes, and to determine the optimum placement and orientation of the ICM on the ISS.
There were three phases to this assessment. mode, which predicts the maximum power level that the EPS can sustain through an orbit, for a set of conditions.
3. A "load-driven" mode, which determines the ability of the EPS to supply a specified time-varying load demand, under a set of operational constraints.
Only the first mode was used for the analyses presented in this paper.
Geometry & Shadowing Algorithms
The shadowing and incident energy module is critical to this analysis. [6] [7] In SPACE, the shadowing algorithms account for the changing ISS geometry during assembly. Figure 1 shows the entire ISS geometry with labeled primary elements. These inputs are derived from a comprehensive listing of solar array and radiator tracking modes and lock angles that has been compiled by Boeing.
Attitude
Another critical input for the analysis is the attitude of the ISS during the orbit, since this directly impacts the orientation of the ICM with respect to the sun, and the shadowing that the ICM will see from other structures. There are several flight attitudes baselined for ISS operation, depending on the ISS configuration and orbital condition. The ISS coordinate system is shown in Figure   1 , with the +X-axis in the velocity vector and the +Z-axis pointing in the nadir direction (towards earth). This is also the nominal attitude of the ISS and is commonly referred to as the XvvZnadir flight mode. For a variety of reasons, early in the life of the ISS, it is advantageous to operate in some other attitudes. 
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To provide data to NRL that can be used in their models, these detailed data must be summarized. This is accomplished by calculating the incident energy fraction on each solar panel:
IE = cos(@)* (1 -S)
Where _) is the angle between the solar panel normal and the sun vector, S is the fraction of the panel area that is shadowed, and IE is the instantaneous incident energy fraction.
This instantaneous incident energy fraction is integrated
with respect to time, to give a total incident energy fraction, and provided to NRL for their analysis. Figures 5 and 6 clearly show that by not considering the shadowing caused by both ISS core structure and solar arrays, an analyst would erroneously determine that the ICM would be energy self sufficient. 
DISCUSSION
